
L I S A  W I L S O N

YOU NEED TO 
LEAD EVERYONE…

Even if They Aren’t Like you.



Not everyone is the same. 

A simple fact, and something we all know. But still, this simple fact can cause
so much frustration.  

The first thing I teach to Leaders is to recognize that everyone on a team will
have different personalities. While having a team with all one personality
makes communication easier, that team rarely makes well-rounded
decisions. We need people with different personalities because they naturally
focus on areas that are in other’s blind spots.

Introducing Disc 
I recommend Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Conscientiousness
(“DiSC”) reports for most Leaders I work with because I like this vendor’s
package of information and practical solutions to communicating with other
personalities.  

DiSC separates people into four parts of a circle. If a team member’s
assessment lands on the left side of the circle, they tend to be more task
focussed; on the right, the team member is more people focussed. If a team
member’s assessment is at the top of the circle, they are action oriented and
like to get things done quickly; on the bottom, the team member tends to be
more meticulous and will get things done in a moderate pace, ensuring
things are done right the first time. 

Bottom-Left Disc weighted teams: ‘meticulous and task focussed’
If your whole team is in the bottom left side of the circle, you might get
caught in ‘analysis paralysis’. That is, the team tends to look for every piece of
information they can possibly find before moving forward with the project. 

Top-Right Disc weighted teams: ‘action-oriented and people focussed’
If your whole team is assessed in the top right side of the circle, you may
spend all your time talking about ideas and getting to know each other
without getting to what actually needs to get done. Productive but not aimed
at any particular goal. 



Top-Left Disc weighted teams: ‘action-oriented and task-focussed’
If your whole team is assessed in the top left-hand side of the circle, you will
be very productive, but with little to no thought to people. Imagine trying to
sell something without any knowledge of what people want or need. So many
ideas and jobs done, but nothing selling because no one made a plan, or
thought about who would need the product. 

Bottom-Right Disc weighted teams: ‘meticulous and people focussed’
If your whole team is assessed in the bottom right, work may be impeded not
because they need more information, but by a need to make sure everyone
feels good about the decisions before moving forward. 

Strive For an Evenly Disc Weighted Team 
When you have a well-rounded team, you have someone pushing the team
towards the goals (top left), someone making sure that the whole team is
motivated and onboard (top right), someone paying attention to the details
and planning (bottom left) and someone who is checking in with everyone
personally and thinking about how each decision affects each member of the
team (bottom right).

Once you get a well-rounded team in place, you need to acknowledge what
each member brings to the team, and ensure that their thoughts are taken
into consideration so that the best decisions can be made – even if they do
think differently than you do.
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